
GREAT BIG GREEN WEEK EVENT - PHOTO PERMISSION FORM

This Photo Permission form is dated ________________ and is between [Event organiser/group

name] and the person named below (“You”) and together the “parties”.

Event organiser details

Name:

Address:

Contact information:

Your name/Organisation:
(You)

Address:

Telephone Number/email:

Date/s of Production/s:

Description of production/s:
(Images include video)

Description of proposed use
of the Images See also clause 2 below.

1. You hereby:
1.1 grant [Event organiser/group name], and those people instructed by Us, permission to interview

and/or photograph and video You (“Images”);

1.2 consent to [Event organiser/group name] and anyone authorised by Us to publish, store and

otherwise use the Images of You to be used for promotional or educational purposes in any

medium throughout the world, and You agree that your name and identity may be revealed in

descriptive text or commentary in connection with the Images;

1.3 waive any right that You may have to inspect and approve a finished product or the copy that may

be used in connection with the Images taken of You, or the use to which they are applied. You

understand that the images may be altered or modified;

1.4 authorise the use of the Images indefinitely without compensation and agree that all Images

including negatives, positives, prints, digital reproductions and video and audio recordings shall be

the property of the [Event organiser/group name];

1.5 release [Event organiser/group name] from any claims in relation to the use or misuse of the

Images.

2. We plan to use the images for the purposes identified above, but we may also use them for other

reasonable purposes including using them in our publications, on our website, on social media sites,

distributing them in other ways and producing or selling them as part of a publication.

3. You may withdraw your consent at any time in respect of future use of the Images, by contacting

[insert event organiser] at the address above.

4. This release and any non-contractual claims in connection with it, is subject to the laws of England and

Wales and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

I, ______________________________ (name) confirm that I am at least 18 years of age and have

legal capacity to sign this agreement and no further consent or approval is required of any other

person.

Agreed and Signed by:   ____________________________________________
Date:

Agreed by:
Photographer signature: ____________________________________________
GENERAL Photography, video/film release


